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Abstract. One of Web2.0 hallmarks is the empowerment of users in
the transit from consumers to producers. So far, the focus has been on
content: text, video or pictures on the Web has increasingly a layman’s
origin. This paper looks at another Web functionality, cross publishing,
whereby items in one website might also impact on sister websites. The
Like and ShareThis buttons are forerunners of this tendency whereby
websites strive to influence and be influenced by the actions of their
users in the websphere (e.g. clicking on Like in site A impacts a dif-
ferent site B, i.e. Facebook). This brings cross publishing into the users’
hands but in a “canned” way, i.e. the ’what’ (i.e. the resource) and the
’whom’ (the addressee website) is set by the hosting website. However,
this built-in focus does not preclude the need for a ’do-it-yourself’ ap-
proach where users themselves are empowered to define their cross pub-
lishing strategies. The goal is to turn cross publishing into a crosscut,
i.e. an ubiquitous, website-agnostic, do-it-yourself service. This vision
is confronted with two main challenges: website application program-
ming interface (API) heterogeneity and finding appropriate metaphors
that shield users from the technical complexities while evoking familiar
mental models. This work introduces Trygger, a plugin for Firefox that
permits to define cross publishing rules on top of the Yahoo Query Lan-
guage (YQL) console. We capitalize on YQL to hide API complexity, and
envision cross publishing as triggers upon the YQL’s virtual database.
Using SQL-like syntax, Trygger permits YQL users to specify custom
cross publishing strategies.
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1 Introduction

People interaction on the Web has drastically evolved in the last few years.
From business-to-consumer (B2C) interactions, the Web is now a major means
for direct person-to-person interaction through social-media websites (hereafter
referred to as “websites”). Facebook, WordPress, Wikipedia showcase this new
crop of media where content is provided for and by end users. As the new con-
tent providers, end users are also amenable to define their own cross publishing
strategies. Traditionally, cross publishing means allowing content items in one
website to also appear in sister websites where the sharing strategies are set by
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the web masters. However, when the source of the content is the user (like in
social-media websites), cross publishing should also be made 2.0, i.e. amenable
to be defined by the end user. A first step is the Like and ShareThis buttons
which let users enact cross publishing whereby the website hosting the button
(e.g. pictures in Flickr) also impacts the content of a sister website (e.g. Flickr
provides sharing for Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr). The enactment is up to
the user. However, the ’what’ (i.e. the resource) and ’to whom’ (the addressee
website) are still built-in.

Current mechanisms for cross publishing (e.g. the Like button) might fall short
in some scenarios. First, minority websites will be rarely offered “ShareThis”
links within main players’ websites like Twitter or Youtube. Second, sharing
might be conducted in a routinary way (e.g. every time I upload a presentation
in Slideshare, communicate it to my followers in Twitter). Rather than forcing
users to click the Twitter icon when in Slideshare, this situation can be autom-
atized through a “sharing rule”. Third, the rationales behind sharing are not
explicit but kept in the user’s mind. Sharing might be dictated by some resource
characterization that could be captured through a “sharing rule” (e.g. create a
task in my ToDo account when I tag a bookmark in Delicious with “toread”).

In a previous approach [10], we provide the infrastructure for web masters to
define cross publishing. However, as the previous scenarios highlight, it is difficult
for a webmaster (e.g. the Flickr ’s one) to foresee the different settings in which its
resources will need to be shared and talked about (using tweets, posts, articles,
etc.). This calls for cross publishing to become a crosscut website-agnostic end-
user service. Web2.0 demonstrates that end users are ready [7] and willing to
adapt their Web experience, if only the tools become available that make it
sufficiently easy to do so (e.g. [6]). Cross publishing should not be an exception.

This work aims at ascertaining to which extend this vision is feasible both
technically and humanly. From a technical perspective, we develop Trygger , a
Firefox plugin, that allows to define sharing rules as services over websites. The
human factor is being considered by conceiving websites as database tables where
sharing is realized as database-like triggers over these tables. By taping on a
familiar representation (the relational model), our hope is to easy adoption. As an
example, consider Twitter and Facebook as hosting a table of “tweets” and “wall
posts”, respectively. Users can be interested in publishing into their Facebook
wall, tweets from their colleagues that contain the hashtag #ICWE2014. The
Trygger expression will look something like: ON INSERT a new tweet LIKE
“%#ICWE2014%” DO INSERT a message (tweet permalink) INTO my wall.
This is the vision Trygger strives to accomplish. Compared with related work,
the distinctive aspects of this approach include:

– Cross publishing is conceived as a crosscut service. We regard cross publish-
ing as an idiosyncratic, traversal activity to be conducted in the cloud but
managed locally. Users can define their own sharing rules, not being limited
to those hardwired into the websites.
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– Cross publishing is specified as triggers (Section 3 & 4). A familiar SQL-like
syntax is offered from expressing sharing rules. We heavily rely on Yahoo
Query Language (YQL) [13]. YQL provides a database vision of websites’
APIs. Trygger extends this vision by providing a trigger-like mechanism for
sharing over disparate websites.

– Cross publishing is implemented via a reactive architecture (Section 5). We
provide a loosely coupled architecture for distributed trigger management.
The implementation relies on existing standards and protocols, and it is
entirely HTTP -based.

Trygger is fully realized as a Firefox plugin. This plugin, the working examples
and a brief installation guide can be downloaded from http://www.onekin.org
/trygger/

2 A Brief on YQL

A tenant of current Web development is the release of data through accessible
APIs. The problem is that APIs are as heterogeneous as the applications they
support. As a practitioner of the Programmable Web puts it “the main difficulty
with APIs in general is that they require the developer to create and remember
a number of cryptic URLs via which certain data can be retrieved from the
API”1. Yahoo Query Language (YQL) tries to address this by converting API
calls into SQL-like commands, which are somewhat more human readable. Figure
1 (1) illustrates YQL’s SELECT to access the Slideshare API but now conceived
as the table slideshare.slideshows. To realize this metaphor, YQL offers both a
service and a language.

YQL Language. So far, YQL offers SELECT, INSERT and DELETE state-
ments that, behind the curtains, invoke the corresponding API methods. YQL
alleviates programmers from details concerning parameter passing, credential
handling or implicit iterations (for joins). The mapping from the YQL syntax to
API requests is achieved through the so-called “Open Data Tables” (ODT).
ODTs hold all the intricacies of the underlying APIs. It is worth noticing that this
sample query (Figure 1 (1)) actually conducts three API requests, one for each
user (’cheilmann’, ’ydn’, ’jonathantrevor’). YQL conceals these interactions, en-
acts the three requests, combines the outputs, and filters out those results based
on the query parameters. In this way, YQL off-loads processing that program-
mers would normally do on the client/server side to the YQL engine.

YQL Service. This is realized through the YQL console2. The console permits
to preview the query, and obtain the REST query counterpart. This query that
can then be bookmarked or included in the programs. This interface contains
the following main sections (see Figure 1): (1) the YQL statement section is

1 http://blog.programmableweb.com/2012/02/08/
like-yql-try-it-with-the-programmableweb-api/

2 http://developer.yahoo.com/yql/console/

http://blog.programmableweb.com/2012/02/08/like-yql-try-it-with-the-programmableweb-api/
http://blog.programmableweb.com/2012/02/08/like-yql-try-it-with-the-programmableweb-api/
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Fig. 1. YQL console

where YQL queries are edited, (2) the results section displays the output of
the query, once the source Web service was enacted, (3) the REST query section
provides the URL for YQL queries, (4) the queries section gives access to queries
previously entered, and (5) the data tables section lists all the APIs that can be
accessed using YQL.

The bottom line is that SQL-like syntax becomes the means to simplify Web
development based on open APIs. Open APIs are the enablers of cross publish-
ing. Therefore, and akin to YQL’s teachings, we aim at making cross publishing
scripts look like the development of DB scripts. We build upon the similitude of
SQL’s triggers and cross publishing as for keeping in sync data repositories, let
these be database tables or website silos, respectively. Details follow.

3 Cross Publishing Scripts: The Notion of Trygger

Supporting cross publishing as a service implies the monitoring of a website
account so that actions on this account ripple to other accounts. This can be
described as event-condition-action rules. Rules permit to enact small pieces of
code (’DO’) when some update operation is conducted (’ON’) provided some
condition is met (’WHEN’). An example follows:

ON a new tweet is uploaded in account (’Twitter’, ’oscar’)
WHEN new tweet.status LIKE “%ICWE2014%”
DO create a wall post in account (’Facebook’, ’iker’)

Akin to the YQL metaphor, we use SQL-like syntax for triggers to specify cross
publishing rules (hereafter referred to as “tryggers”). The whole idea is to tap into
the existing ODT repository. Indeed, most of the ODT tables used throughout
the paper were provided by the YQL community. Even so, YQL permits ODTs
external to the system to be operated upon through the USE clause. This clause
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just provides the URL that holds the ODT definition. From then on, no difference
exists in handling ODTs kept outside YQL boundaries. Similarly, the ENV clause
offers a way to access hidden data (see section 5). Figure 2 outlines the trygger
syntax. Next paragraphs address each of the trygger clauses.

Fig. 2. Trygger ’s syntax. Tryggers are based on YQL’s ODT tables.

The Event. In SQL, events are risen by insertions, deletions or updates upon
database tables. Since YQL’s ODT handle both insertions and deletions, it could
be possible to define trygger events upon YQL operations. Notice however, that
YQL is just another client built on top of somewhere else’s APIs. These APIs
can be accessed by other clients, and hence, “the tables” can be changed by ap-
plications other than YQL. Monitoring only YQL operations would make these
other changes go unnoticed. Therefore, the only way to be aware of insertions is
by change monitoring. Hence, the trygger event is “after_select_changes” which
happens when two consecutive pollings incrementally differ. No “statement” tryg-
gers are supported. Only “for each row”, i.e. each new tuple causes the enactment
of the trygger. The event payload refers to this new tuple, kept in the system
variable NEW.

The Condition. In SQL, conditions check the event payload, i.e. the new/old
tuple being inserted/deleted. Likewise, tryggers can check conditions in the new
“ODT tuples” being inserted. Each new tuple causes the enactment of the trigger
only if the conditions are satisfied.

The Action. SQL actions stand for procedures that are stored in the database.
Procedures can be atomic (i.e. a single statement) or full-fledged programs (de-
scribed using e.g. PL/SQL or Java). Back to Trygger, actions can be either
atomic or composed. Atomic actions comprise a single statement, specifically,
any “insert/update/delete” statement defined upon an ODT table. Action pa-
rameters can refer to either constants or NEW. However, single-statement actions
fall short in numerous scenarios, namely: when payload parameters need some
processing before being consumed; when data kept in other ODT tables is to
be retrieved; when more than one ODT table needs to be changed3. This leads
to composed actions, i.e. programs. Akin to YQL, the programming language is
JavaScript. Trygger ’s JavaScript permits both YQL actions and access to the
3 Action statements are enacted as independent entities. So far, Trygger does not

support transaction-like mechanisms.
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Fig. 3. A) Twitter2Facebook trygger. NEW refers to the ODT tuple being inserted
since the last time the twitter.search table was pulled. B) Arxiv2Instapaper trygger.

system variable NEW. Next section illustrates this syntax throughout different
examples4.

4 Trygger at Work

Cross Publishing from Twitter to Facebook . Facebook launched Selec-
tiveTwitter5 whereby tweets ending in the hashtag #fb are directly propagated
to the user’s Facebook status. This application can be conceptually described as
a cross publishing rule: “on introducing a tweet that contains #fb, do update
my Facebook wall”. Facebook developers were forced to provide a generic hash-
tag (i.e. #fb) to accommodate no matter the user. However, users can certainly
be interested in monitoring domain-specific hashtags. For instance, when in a
conference (identified through a hashtag, e.g. #ICWE2014), users might be in-
terested in tracking tweets referring to #ICWE2014 from the Twitter accounts
of some attendees. Unlike the #fb case, this approach does not force the user’s
colleagues to introduce the #fb hashtag but a tag that might already exist. It
is also domain-specific as for attaching distinct sharing behaviour to different
hashtags. Figure 3-A provides a trygger that supports domain-specific hashtag
tracking. We resort to two ODT tables, “twitter.search” and “facebook.setStatus”
that support selections and insertions on Twitter and Facebook, respectively.

This rule is triggered if the delta of two consecutive selects on twitter.search
is not empty. This ODT table includes two columns: “q” and “text” that keep
the username of the Twitter account and the tweet message, respectively.

4 Used ODT’s can be consulted at http://github.com/yql/yql-tables or in the
YQL console.

5 http://www.facebook.com/selectivetwitter. To date, this enhancement obtains
3.6 out of 5 review summary based on 2,666 reviews.
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The trygger conditions checks first whether “q” holds either “from:iturrioz” or
“from:oscaronekin”, and second, if the “text” contains the string “#ICWE2014 ”.
If met, the trygger ’s action results in a new tuple being inserted into the face-
book.setStatus table. The newly created tuple (i.e. uid, status, access_token) is
obtained from the NEW variable and the credentials for the Facebook account.

Cross Publishing from Arxiv to Instapaper. Arxiv6 is an online archive
for electronic preprints of scientific papers. Instapaper7 is a neat tool to save web
pages for later reading. In this example, the trygger will monitor new preprints
in Arxiv published in any “Springer” journal that contains “YQL” in the ti-
tle. On detecting such preprints, the trygger will create a new entry in the
Instapaper account of “oscaronekin”. This example involves two ODT tables:
arxiv.search and instapaper.unread (see Figure 3-B). The former includes two
columns, i.e. search_query and journal_ref that hold the title and the journal
of the manuscript respectively.

On adding a new preprint in arxiv.search, the trygger checks whether the
search expression is “ti:YQL” and the manuscript venue contains “Springer ”. The
interesting part is the trygger ’s action. The action constructs a tuple out of NEW.
Since “NEW.atom” holds an XML document, its content can be obtained using
E4X dot 8. To avoid clumsy expressions, an XMLNAMESPACES declaration is
introduced (so does SQL).

5 Trygger Architecture

YQL console is a tester of third parties’ APIs. This implies to use credentials
(passwords, API keys,...) on the statements. Tryggers are composed of YQL
statements, hence the credentials would be exposed to the Trygger service. This
could prevent users from creating tryggers. However, Trygger does not analyze
or decompose the statements in a trygger, the event part and the action part of a
trygger are used as black boxes. Even though, users are able to hide credentials
using the storage capabilities offered by YQL9. YQL allows to set up key values
for use within ODTs and to storage keys outside of the YQL statements including
them on environment files. In these way, users are in control of their credentials
and manage them directly on the YQL console (see Figure 4). As an example,
let’s analyze the action part of the trygger on Figure 3-A. The credential (i.e.
access_token) is explicitly shown (254|2.AQY00514|FbS4U_w). The SET key-
word on the YQL language binds a key with a value. So, the SET access_token =
"254|2.AQY00514|FbS4U_w" ON facebook.setStatus instruction establish that
the 254|2.AQY00514|FbS4U_w value is assigned to the access_token field each
6 http://arxiv.org/
7 http://www.instapaper.com/
8 ECMAScript for XML (E4X) is a programming language extension that adds native

XML support to ECMAScript.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ECMAScript_for_XML

9 See http://developer.yahoo.com/yql/guide/yql-setting-key-values.html for
more information.
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time the facebook.setStatus table is invoked. The SET instruction should be hid-
den in an environment file through the YQL console. The response is a public
key (e.g store://kgnRBearlKjAI4rBdRntdf ) to use the hidden data in the en-
vironment file. Therefore the action part on our working trygger is simplified
as:

ENV ’store://kgnRBearlKjAI4rBdRntdf’;
INSERT INTO facebook.setStatus (uid, status)
VALUES ("689274514", NEW.results.text.*);

This grounds Trygger to be supported using a client-side architecture, i.e. as
a browser extension. Since Trygger ’s first audience is the YQL community, the
Trygger extension should be tightly integrated with the YQL console (not to be
confused with the YQL system). That is, users should define tryggers using the
same console they are accustomed to setting YQL requests: i.e. the YQL website.
This implies the Trygger extension to be locally supported as an HTML wrapper
upon the YQL website. To this end, we superimpose on the YQL console, GUI
elements (e.g. buttons and panels) for trygger management. Interacting with
these GUI elements will enact the services of server-side components that reside
on the cloud, completely detached from the YQL system.

Database triggers are kept in the catalogue of the Database Management
System (DBMS). YQL mimics the role of the DBMS as the container of ODT
tables. This seems to suggest for tryggers to be held within the boundaries of
YQL. However, some differences between YQL and DBMS advice a closer look.
DBMSs are the only custodian of their data. Hence, DBMSs also act as event
detectors since any table operations must go through the DBMS. By contrast,
YQL is just another client built on top of somewhere else’s data. This data can
be updated by agents other than YQL. Therefore, the event detector can not
stop at the ODT table but go down to the website. These observations unfold
two divergent requirements. On one hand, we aim at a seamless integration with
YQL so that users feel a unique experience. On the other hand, we require
separate trygger management to detect events on monitored sites.

5.1 Deployment

The main components on the Trygger system complementing the YQL system
are these (see Figure 4):

1. The Trygger console. It is a Web wrapper built on top of the YQL console.
Implementation wise, this is achieved using Greasemonkey10, a weaver that
permits locally executed scripts to modify web pages on the fly. The wrapper
provides local management for tryggers, i.e. creation, verification, deletion,
enabling and disabling. Although the tryggers are send to the Trygger service
a local copy is storage for rapid accessing and backing up.

10 http://www.greasespot.net/
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Fig. 4. Deployment diagram. In yellow color Trygger components, in green color YQL
components and in pink color websites on the Internet

2. The Mars Engine. Tryggers are realized as Event Condition Action (ECA)
rules. The MARS framework running into the Trygger service’s machine is
used as the rule engine [2]. Its functions include (see Figure 5): ECA rule
registration (ECA engine), event occurrence signaling (Event Engine) and
rule firing (i.e. rule’s action enactment) (Action Engine). MARS provides the
general framework for supporting ECA rules in a distributed environment.
However, both events and actions are domain specific. Their realization and
definition need to be externalized from MARS into so-called brokers.

3. The Trygger Brokers. The brokers are deployed in the Trygger service’s
machine. Two brokers are introduced (see Figure 5). The Event Broker
monitors and generates events. So far, only one type of event is handled:
changes in ODT table. Hence, the way to detect a change is by periodically
polling the underlying website. For this purpose, we use the PubSubHubbub
protocol [8]. On receiving the signal from the PubSub hub, the Event Bro-
ker generates an event occurrence for each NEW change. On event signaling,
the MARS engine triggers the associated rules. Rule triggering is conducted
through the Action Broker.

4. The PubSub hub. The PubSubHubbub service manages subscriptions to
RSS data sources. The subscriber (i.e. the Event Broker ) provides the pub-
lisher’s feed URL (i.e. the YQL REST call to a ODT table) to be monitored
as well as a callback URL to be called when the feed is updated. The hub
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periodically polls the feed for new updates. On the feed being updated, the
hub is noticed. This in turn propagates the feed to the subscriber callback
endpoint: the Event Broker. There are some online PubSubHubbub services
available on the Internet, for example, Google PubSubHubbub Hub11 or Su-
perfeedr12. However, we opt for deploy a dedicated service on the Google
App Engine since the source code is freely downloadable13.

5. The Trygger ODTs. They act as mediators from MARS to YQL (i.e. the
JSinterpreter ODT shown in the Figure 5) and from YQL to PubSub
hub (i.e. the RSS-izator ODT shown in the Figure 5)14. The former is
a JavaScript snippet that knows how to process the code of the the rule’s
action part. The Trygger Action Broker requests this service providing as
parameters the action code and the event occurrence. As for the RSS-izator,
it resolves the format mismatch between the RSS required by the PubSub
hub and the XML returned by YQL. The trygger ODTs reside into the YQL’s
repository.

These components are already available in the cloud except the Greasemonkey
wrapper. The wrapper needs to be locally installed as a Firefox plugin available
at http://www.onekin.org/trygger. Next subsections outline how these compo-
nents interact to support the main trygger life cycle stages: edition, verification,
creation and enactment.

5.2 Interaction

The trygger definition and execution follows four steps:

TryggerEdition. Tryggers are edited through the YQL console (see Figure 6).
This console (1) detects the specification of a trygger in the YQL statement in-
put box, and if this is the case, (2) provides a hyperlink for creating the trygger
which is stored locally. So-stored tryggers can latter by managed through the new
TRYGGER ALIASES tab (3). This tab displays a list of the locally kept tryggers
together with icons for deletion, enabling/disabling and reading the log (4).

Trygger Verification. Once edited, the trygger can be verified by clicking the
“test” button (5). So far, Trygger verification comprises: (1) Trygger syntax,
(2) checking for the triggering ODT to hold a <select> tag (this is needed for
monitoring).

Trygger Creation. Once the trygger is satisfactory verified, the “Create Tryg-
ger Alias” link is activated. Besides making the trygger locally available, trygger
creation involves the generation of a MARS rule [3]. The so-generated rule is

11 https://pubsubhubbub.appspot.com/
12 http://pubsubhubbub.superfeedr.com/
13 http://onekinpush.appspot.com/
14 These ODT tables are available for inspection at

https://github.com/yql/yql-tables/blob/master/trygger/JSinterpreter.xml
and .../RSS-izator.xml
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Fig. 5. Interaction diagram among Trygger components: trygger creation (continuous
line) and trygger enactment (dotted line) propagating the NEW event occurrence

next registered in MARS (see Figure 5, continuous line). As a result, MARS
requests the Event Engine to register the rule’s (1.3) who sends the event spec-
ification to this listener (1.4). This listener is realized by creating a hub in a
PubSubHubbub server (1.5). This server periodically polls the triggering website
by issuing the YQL SELECT query that is obtained from the rule’s event (1.6).

Trygger Enactment. The hub detects an incremental change at the next
polling time in terms of feeds (2.1 in Figure 5, dotted line). Next, it sends to
the Trygger Event Broker the updated feed (2.2). The broker creates an event
occurrence from the feed, and signals this happening to the Event Engine (2.3).
The event engine forwards the occurrence to the ECA Engine (2.4). The ECA
Engine retrieves those rules that match the type of new event occurrence, checks
their condition and if met, fires the rules in parallel. Rule firing, i.e. enacting
rule’s action, is conducted through the Action Engine (2.5). The Action Engine
forwards the petition to the domain-specific broker that knows how to handle the
statements of the rule’s action, i.e. the Trygger Action Broker (2.6) which is re-
alized as the JSinterpreter ODT (2.7). The JSinterpreter processes the trygger ’s
action which can in turn, contain insertion or selection on other ODT tables.

6 Validation

ISO-9126 [5] provides a framework to evaluate quality in use. This section pro-
vides a preliminary evaluation of Trygger along the ISO-9126’s quality-in-use
dimensions. We evaluate usability along three aspects:
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Fig. 6. YQL console wrapped for trygger management

– Effectiveness, which is the capability of the software product to enable users
to achieve specified goals with accuracy and completeness. Indicators of effec-
tiveness include quality of solution and error rates. The “quality of solution”
is used as the primary indicator of effectiveness, i.e. a measure of the outcome
of the user’s interaction with the system.

– Productivity, which is the relation between the capability of the software
product to enable users to expend appropriate amounts of resources in re-
lation to the effectiveness. Indicators of efficiency include task completion
time and learning time. In this study, we use “task completion time” as the
primary indicator of productivity.

– Satisfaction, which is the users’ comfort with and positive attitudes toward
the use of the system. Users’ satisfaction can be measured by attitude rating
scales such as SUMI [11]. In this study, we use “preference” as the primary
indicator of satisfaction.

6.1 Research Method

Setting. In order to eliminate differences in the perception of Trygger due to
hardware or bandwidth differences, the study was conducted in a Faculty lab-
oratory. All participants used computers with the same features and a clean
installation of Firefox 12.0.
Subjects. The experiment was conducted among 12 graduate students applying
in a Master in Web Engineering. They satisfactorily passed a 10 hour course in
Web Programmable issues, where they worked with YQL. They had accounts
in Twitter and Facebook, and a 92% access social networks on a daily basis
while 41% tweet with a weekly frequency. They know about SlideShare, Arxiv
and Instapaper and they were familiarized with the notion of database triggers.
Six students knew the existence of Greasemonkey but only two had previously
installed Greasemonkey scripts.
Procedure. Before starting, a 30’ talk with some practical examples of the
Trygger syntax and the main functions of the Trygger console were given.
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Initially, the participants installed the Greasemonkey extension and the Trygger
plug-in. Once the framework was deployed, subjects were faced with the creation
of the tryggers whose outputs correspond to those in Figure 3. In order to mea-
sure productivity, participants had to annotate the start time and the finishing
time. Finally, the subjects were directed to a GoogleDocs questionnaire to gather
their opinion about Trygger.
Instrument. An online questionnaire served to gather users’ experience using
Trygger. It consisted of four parts, one to collect the participants’ background
and one for each of the quality-in-use dimensions. In order to evaluate effective-
ness, the questionnaire contained the proposed tasks so that participants could
indicate if they had performed them and the main problems encountered, while
productivity was measured using the minutes taken in such tasks. Satisfaction
was measured using 10 questions, using a 5-point Likert scale (1=completely
disagree, 5=completely agree).

6.2 Results

Effectiveness. 10 students completed the first trygger without additional help.
Two had problems with the Trygger grammar. This makes us think that the
basic Trygger syntax is intuitive enough. However, only 6 students completed
the second trygger. All the participants managed to write the main structure of
the trygger, but they had problems in dealing with namespaces and correctly
identifying the path expressions that obtained the values of the action out of the
event occurrence (e.g. NEW.atom:entry.atom.title.* ).

Productivity. Installation of the Greasemonkey and the Trygger plugs-in took
on average 15’. We appreciated a considerable dispersion on the time involved in
trygger specification. The first trygger involved 4’ on average while the second
took 12’ on average. Rationales rest on the same issued previously mentioned:
the difficulty in copying with namespaces and Path expressions.

Satisfaction. We evaluated satisfaction for two concerns: the Trygger console,
and the Trygger syntax. According to the results (see Figure 7), the Trygger
console was in general considered quite supportive. One exception was error
messages. Users did not find useful the messages generated by Trygger (see
next section). As for the Trygger syntax, users found easy to equate the Trygger
syntax to the syntax of triggers in SQL. This “semantic anchoring” might explain
the perception of tryggers being easy to specify. However, subjects were very
critical with the specification of the trygger ’s action. This is mainly due to the
action taken its parameters from NEW. This variable is populated out of an
ODT query. This query is based on an ODT table, but the query results are
dynamically constructed, i.e. the shape of the output cannot be inferred from
the shape of the input ODT. Therefore, users need first to enact the query and
look at the output before specifying the trygger ’s action. This certainly is a main
stumbling block.
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7 Discussion

Trygger rises different non-functional issues as for usability, extensibility, scala-
bility and reliability. This section discusses these concerns.

Usability (i.e. the ability to easily use Trygger). From the aforementioned eval-
uation, two weaknesses can be identified: the difficulty in describing the trygger ’s
action (the last question of the questionnaire) and the limited information pro-
vided by the Trygger engine (question 4 of the questionnaire). The former advices
from the introduction of enhanced interfaces that traces the trygger’s enactment,
basically, event signaling and action enactment. Debuggers are needed that show
the trace of both operations so that users will notice the existence of a mismatch
between the returned event occurrence, and the path expressions used to extract
the values for the action. This moves us to the second problem: the limitations of
the error messages in Trygger. So far, the Trygger engine does not have its own
error messages. Rather, it propagates YQL message to the console. But YQL
is about simple YQL statements whereas a trygger can be regarded as a com-
pound: a query (the trygger ’s event) + an update (the trygger ’s action). This
means that a perfectly valid query and a perfectly valid update might deliver a
wrong trygger. A Trygger-specific error module is needed.

Extensibility (i.e. ability to define tryggers no matter the social website). Tryg-
ger relies upon ODT tables. Yahoo manages an ODT repository which is open to
the community15. At the time of this writing, above 11054 APIs are documented
at http://www.programmableweb.com/. Out of this number, 194 have been made
YQL accessible by the community. We tap into the YQL community to keep the
ODT repository updated with new comers.

Scalability. Trygger processing is highly parallelized. We rely on MARS archi-
tecture for this purpose. Besides communication, the polling frequency of the
hub also introduces some latency in the process. However, we envision Trygger
not to be used for time-critical scenarios but rather Web2.0 scenarios where a
5-hour latency between the rising of the event and the enactment of the action
is acceptable. Finally, Trygger is an agent acting on third-party APIs. Some
APIs limit the number of calls per day. Since all calls are made on behalf of
Trygger, this could be a problem for popular sites. Notice however that popular
APIs (e.g. Twitter) have a reasonable allowance threshold (around three calls
per minute16).

Reliability. Reliability is manifold. First, response time. This is not an issue
since our scenarios are not time critical. Second, recoverability. We rely on MARS
for providing storage of rules. In addition, the Trygger console keeps a copy of
tryggers as well. This permits to re-create the rule in MARS from the copy kept
locally in the Trygger installation. Third, safety, specifically about user creden-
tials. We illustrate this scenario for the Twitter2Facebook trygger (see Figure 3-

15 http://www.datatables.org/
16 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/rate-limiting
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Fig. 7. Questionnaire to assess Trygger usability. Likert scale is used from Strongly
agree (5) to Strongly disagree (1).

A) where Facebook credentials were required. Credentials are captured as ODT
columns (i.e. access_token). This is commonly realized through OAuth17, an
open standard for authorization that allows users to share their private resources
through API access without having to hand out their credentials, typically user-
name and password.

8 Related Work

Traditionally, cross publishing address two main challenges. First, crossing the
border among different media (e.g., print, Web, and TV) [17][16]. Cross media
can be defined as any content (news, music, text, and images) published in mul-
tiple media. Multiple media indicates that the same content is delivered to end
users in more than one medium. The second challenge is to leverage hyperlink-
like mechanisms to expand besides HTML pages to other media (i.e. hyper-
media). For instance, in [14] the iServer framework is introduced as a generic
link management and extensible integration platform that push the boundaries
of hyperlinks to paper documents. This work introduces a third challenge akin
to the Web 2.0: empowering end-users for defining their own cross publishing
strategies. Cross publishing 2.0 admits different variations based on the expres-
siveness of the strategy (i.e. the criteria for selection, and the associated reac-
tions). Trygger provides a push approach to tracking ODT-described resources,
and proactively responds by enacting an YQL-powered action. Next paragraphs
introduce other solutions.

In [12], the focus is on tracking tweets. Rather than using hashtags, the se-
lection criteria to determine tweets of interest is described through an Resource
Description Framework (RDF ) query. This implies that tweets need first to be

17 http://oauth.net/
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automatically annotated along a pre-set list of ontologies. The RDF query is then
addressed along the so-annotated tweets. The reaction is limited to the publica-
tions of the tweets meeting the RDF query. The architecture also relies on PuSH
hubs. On the other hand, ReactiveTags [9] tracks tagging sites’ annotations with
specific tags (the so-called reactive tags). Unlike Mendes et al., ReactiveTags
tracks multiple target sites where the selection and impact criteria are defined
semantically in terms of Semantically-Interlinked Online Communities [4] Items.
The data is tracked on the target through the API mechanism.

The Social RSS [1] Facebook ’s app links RSS sources to a user’s Facebook
account. The app is a feed reader that monitors RSS sources and next, publishes
each new feed in the user’s wall. Reactions are limited to publishing feeds in
Facebook walls.

Another reactive system for RSS tracking is “Atomate It” [15]. Both the crite-
ria and the reactions are similar to those of Trygger. The difference stems from
the architecture. “Atomate It” distinguishes two stages. First, RSS feeds are
loaded. Second, condition-action rules (rather than ECA rules) are run over the
previously stored feeds. The tool is aimed at end users so graphical assistance
is provided. The downside is expressivity. Complex rules can not be defined,
and extending either the RSS providers or the action list involves considerable
programming. Similarly, Ifttt18 permits users create cross publishing rules using
a very intuitive interface, offering a place where users can comment and share
their Ifttt rules. However, simplicity comes at the expense of customizability. Ifttt
fixes the way the information is transformed between the two involved services
(a.k.a. channels) while also canning the websites that can act as channels.

Which approach is better? Design choices are subject to tradeoffs between fac-
tors that will value some attributes while penalizing others. This in turn is influ-
enced by the target audience and the target websites. The work by Mendes et al.
focuses on Twitter and RDF as main technological platforms. “Atomate It” and
Ifttt are opened to a larger though fixed set of websites. Their efforts favour easy
production by trading expressiveness for learnability. Trygger explores a different
scenario by taping into an existing community (YQL). While other approaches
depart from raw open APIs (or their RSS counterparts), Trygger sits at a higher
abstraction layer by starting from ODT tables. Not only does ODT simplifies the
development of Trygger, it also provides a community that, on expanding YQL, is
also extending the scope of Trygger. In addition, Trygger expressiveness attempts
to find a compromise by using SQL-like syntax while leaving a backdoor for per-
mitting the use of JavaScript to express more complex reactions.

9 Conclusion

The increasing number of resources kept in the Web together with the growing-up
of digital natives make us hypothesize a need for sophisticated cross publishing
capabilities. This paper advocates for an ubiquitous, platform-agnostic, do-it-
yourself approach to cross publishing. This vision is borne out in Trygger, a
18 http://ifttt.com
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Firefox plugin that works on top of the YQL console. Capitalizing on YQL,
Trygger permits to express cross publishing as SQL-like triggers. Next follow-on
includes to come up with more elaborate Graphical User Interfaces that open
Trygger to a wider, less technical, audience.
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